By Neil
Vickers

Neil Vickers is an accomplished painter who does garage kit commissions for a
number of collectors and business owners. Neil was a lover of horror and
monsters as a youth and was into building and painting model kits. He often
tried making his own models by adding plasticine to toy figures or other kits. In
the mid-1990s, he took a theatrical media make-up course at a local college and
learned about prosthetics, sculpting and molding. That led him to making latex
masks for about ten years and also led him into airbrushing.

However, Neil is probably best known for
painting goalie masks for hockey teams in
England, his homeland. When he returned to
playing beer/rec league hockey after a 21year hiatus, he painted Animal the Muppet on his goalie mask. The mask
impressed so many people that he soon began getting requests from opposing team
players to paint theirs. Now Neil has painted dozens and dozens of goalie masks,
motorbike helmets, and motorbikes. He will airbrush practically anything… t-shirts,
Medium-density fibreboard, busts, custom art, commission work. You name it.
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“Animal” Neil Vickers

Black Heart has been lucky to get him to paint some of our 1:1 scale busts and to
represent us at conventions in the U.K. He absolutely blew us away with a unique
paint scheme on a Black Heart Medusa bust. So we asked him to show us what he
could do with our 1:1 scale Colonist sculpted by Yoshihiko Sano and to document
his work in an article. His idea for finishing the side and rear facets of the Colonist is
so impressive that several other GK artists are following suit and asking, “Why didn’t
I think of that?”
Thanks, Neil Vickers, for making Black Heart look sooooo good!

_____________________________________________________________________________________
I was honoured when Black Heart
asked me to paint their 1:1 scale
Colonist bust and to do an article
about the process. I was excited
about the challenge and the
opportunity to paint this nicely
detailed bust. Aliens is one of my
favourite horror/sci-fi films and
James Cameron’s Director’s Cut
of the film added so much more
dimension to the film, especially
how the alien infestation started in
the colony on LV-426. The
restored footage of the Jorden
family’s introduction to the facehugger still gives me chills. I
wanted my work on the bust to do
justice to that scene.

Black Heart’s Colonist bust is 19 inches of foam-filled, white resin molded in the
sexy form of a woman’s torso…oh, and her head with a not-so-sexy face-hugger
clutching her face with its tail wrapped tightly around her neck. This project then
would be a bit of human flesh tone and hair, and some credible alien colouring
for the parasite latched on to her. I’ve seen a number of Black Heart’s Colonist
busts done, and done very well. So, the challenge was to do it just as well but to
make it different than any that had done before.
Prepping the bust was quite quick. A slight seam line runs up the back of the bust and
is easily removed with 800 grit sand paper. Then I washed her in warm soapy
water. Because the bust is cast in white resin, I didn't need to primer it.
For her skin, I masked off the hair and face-hugger with Humbrol's Maskol, a
purple, latex-based masking fluid. For the most part, I'm using Badger’s Minitaire
paint and Badger’s Velocity airbrush. I started with a light spraying of Badger’s
Minitaire Fairytale Flesh all over for a base. With the airbrush, I stippled in here
and there with Minitaire Mustard Gas to add a bit of yellow tone. I followed that
by splattering very thinned Minitaire Skull White with a chip brush.
Then it was time for a bit of trauma around the neck where the face-hugger is
almost strangling its victim. I lightly sprayed the area with Minitaire Eccymose
and also added veins around the torso. I thinned the paint about 50/50 with water
and turned my air pressure down to around 10 psi. I added some real faint veins with
Minitaire Lagoon Blue in the neck area and around the torso.

For detailing the neck, I used Skin Illustrator
Paints, alcohol-activated paints used in the
make-up FX industry. I stippled on washes of
a purple, wound colour with a sponge and I
then painted more blue and purple veins.
On her body, I stippled flesh tones and laid
on thin washes with a sponge. To tie all of
these colours together, I splattered on layers
of Minitaire Skull White, Scorching Red,
Mustard Gas and Skull White again, blending
lots of thin layers together to create a realistic
skin tone.

After removing the
Maskol (by carefully
peeling and using a bit
of thinner), it was time
to start work on the
face-hugger. I applied
a base coat of Badger
Spectra-Tex Buff with
a paint brush. After I
was satisfied with that
for the base color, I
got to work detailing
the thing.

With my airbrush, I
started applying some
veins with Minitaire
Lurking Moss. I then
sprayed Minitaire
Ghost Tint Brown on
all of the joints.

I then gave the facehugger a wash with a
Games Workshop’s
Agrax Earthshade
mixed with Biel-tan
Green, painted on by
brush. With an old
paintbrush, I gave the
hugger a dry brush
with Spectra-Tex
Buff, and followed
that with another
airbrushed wash of
Agrax Earthshade.

To give it the more realistic, organic look, I “moistened” the face-hugger with a liberal covering of Minitaire
Satin Varnish.

One thing I had in mind when Black Heart asked me about doing the article on the Colonist was a kind of
x-ray or CT Scan effect. Originally, I had this planned for the back of the base but with this being slightly
detailed, it could only go in one place, right on the chest. I ran a test piece first on a bit of plastic-card. I
painted it with a bit of skin detail then tried the "effect". Because it worked out well, I decided to go with it.
I looked at x-ray images online and sized a suitable image up to fit the scale of the bust. I cut out the ribs
and made a stencil and taped it in place on the bust. Using Createx UV Base and under a black light I
sprayed the ribs in place. I painted the face hugger tube and lung and heart detail. The UV paint worked
perfectly. Under normal light conditions, you don't know it's there but kill the lights, hit the black light, and
BOOM! Check out this short video to see the CT Scan effect.
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Real CT Scan image

Painted CT Scan effect activated with UV light

The hair was a challenge in itself. I have seen lots of pictures
of this bust with black to brown to mousy brown hair. I decided
to go Goth and use a popular hair colour we are seeing more
and more: blue! Yes, blue! I didn't know what the Black Heart
folks would think but they didn't say no and George even gave
me some little tips on how he paints hair on his models.

So, I masked off the Face-hugger and some of the skin with Maskol. I started some shading with Autoair
Candy Root Beer. I then made the hairline darker with Inspire H20 Sepia, and deepened the shadows
around the fingers of the face-hugger.

To start colouring the hair blue, I sprayed Autoair Teal Blue Candy leaving the hairline brown to stimulate
some hair growth from when the hair on this victim was dyed. I detailed the hair line with some Skin
Illustrator Brown. Even though the hair is dyed blue, in real life, it just doesn't remain one colour. To add
some realism and detail to the hair, I dry-bushed on layers of Minitaire Gun Metal (a nice silver metallic),
Minitaire Concrete Slab, Minitaire Demonic Skin (to create a purple tone), Minitaire Skull White, Minitaire
Lagoon Blue, another go-over with the Gun Metal and then a final airbrushing with Candy Teal.

The only question that remained was what to do with the back and the sides of the base. Having done the
x-ray effect on her torso, I toyed with the idea of the chest-burster on one side and an image of a full grown
xenomorph on the other. I downloaded some images for reference so I could draw them on in pencil.
Next, I taped off the main bust to eliminate any overspray getting on the painted skin. Again, I used
Spectra-tex Buff for my base-coat. I used Candy Root Beer to paint in the images and also used the detail
on the back of the base to pick out dark areas to try and create a Gigeresque feel.

Using Inspire Candy Black, I darkened the images
and the middle details. I used my Gerald Mendez
Texture Effects stencils, too, to create some
textures and subtle details to break up the colour
so it didn't look too plain.
Next, I added some Minitaire Ghost Tint Purple
over the black. I dry-brushed with Spectra-tex Buff
over the sculpted area in the middle of the base.
And, I finished with Minitaire Gloss Varnish. (Time
lapse video)
In all, this was quite a challenge but it gave me a
chance to be creative and bring out my best. This
was a really fun bust to do. And, I am sure this will
not look like any of the other finished busts in Black
Heart’s Colonist Gallery.

I'd like to thank George Stephenson and Black Heart Enterprises for giving me this opportunity to hopefully
get my painting "out there". Also, thanks to Steve and Lyn at Barwell Bodyworks and Del Stainton at the
Custom Paint Shop for keeping me going with airbrush and paint supplies. Finally, a big thank you to Ken
Schlotfeldt at Badger Airbrush.
Without all of your support I wouldn't be doing this.

Neil Vickers
_____________________________________________________________________________________
For more information about Neil Vickers, to see more of his work, or to commission him for painting projects, visit his Facebook
page at www.facebook.com/creatorworx.
Black Heart also extends a special thanks to Matthew Lawrence and Starlighting Projects for designing and creating the
Weyland-Yutani UV Emitter that we used for the CT Scan effect. Starlighting specializes in realistic lighting effects and accessories
(e.g., lamps, lanterns, torches, powered lab equipment) for scale model dioramas and kits.
The UV Emitter was built and customized to show off the CT Scan effects specifically for Neil’s Colonist bust. Check out
Starlighting’s UV Emitter video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2UEjokV3A_E&feature=youtu.be.

Weyland-Yutani UV Emitter made by Starlighting Projects
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